1...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 14  081708
Officers located a vehicle that appeared to be burglarized with the stereo missing. Officer left a business card to make contact if report is needed.

2...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  WOODBRIDGE  081708
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject drinking alcohol in public under the bridge. Subject was warned for the violation.

3...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC HOUSE  081708
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was warned for the violation.

4...FIELD INTERVIEW  METHODIST CHURCH  081808
Officer conducted a checkout of a male subject in his vehicle. Subject was sleeping. Subject warned for the violation and left the area.

5...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC AVE.  081808
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject lying on the sidewalk. Subject laid down to rest. Subject did not require medical attention and is now on his way.

6...THEFT  STAGG MEMORIAL  081808
Staff reported pallets stolen sometime over the weekend. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7...THEFT  HAND HALL  081808
Victim reported a laptop stolen from an open office. Officer responded and initiated a report.

8...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PACIFIC & CALAVERAS  081808
Officers responded to a report of a large fight across from the levee. Officer requested medics for one of the victims. SPD was also on scene and had all suspects detained. SPD initiated the report.

9...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PERSHING AVE  081908
Victim reported being involved in an off campus non injury vehicle accident. Both parties exchanged insurance information and requested a documented incident.

10...VANDALISM  CLASSROOM BLDG  082008
Officer responded to a vandalism report. Officer determined a window was shot at with a BB or pellet gun, which caused the glass to break. Officer initiated a report.

11…AIDED STOCKTON PD   OFF CAMPUS  082008
Officers assisted SPD locating two suspect of a strong armed robbery that occurred off campus with one suspect last seen running towards the Pacific campus. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

12…AIDED STOCKTON PD   TOWERVIEW APTS  082108
SPD aired a family disturbance. Officer responded and assisted with a juvenile that was threatening to run away. Officers spoke to the parent and juvenile.

13…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   QUADS  082108
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was warned for the violation and advised of trespassing laws.

14…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   FAYE SPANOS  082108
Officers were flagged down on a report of two suspicious males in the area. Subjects were contacted and interviewed.

15…AUTO BURGLARY   LOT 13  082108
Victim reported her purse was stolen from her vehicle. Driver side door lock was punched. Officer initiated a report.

16…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   STAGG STADIUM  082208
Staff reported a male subject climbing the fence. Officer contacted the subject and advised of trespassing laws. Subject left the area.

17…TRAFFIC ACCIDENT   PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK  082208
Officers were flagged down on a report of a traffic accident involving a vehicle and bicyclist. Bicyclist was up and walking. SPD cancelled medics and initiated the report.

18…DUI ARREST   PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE  082308
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 4:15 AM and transported to the county jail.

19…WARRANT ARREST   DAVE BRUBECK & LOT 4  082308
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject and learned the subject had an outstanding warrant. Subject was arrested, cited and released.

20…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   SPANOS CENTER  082308
Staff reported a male subject who appears to be a transient sitting on the lawn in front of the building. Officer contacted the subject and advised of trespassing laws. Subject left the area.
21...CASUALTY UNIVERSITY CENTER 082308
Officers responded to a report of a bee sting. Subject had no difficulty breathing or any other allergic symptoms.

22...CASUALTY DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 082308
Officer and medics responded to a report of a juvenile experiencing chest pain. Juvenile was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

23...FIELD INTERVIEW ATCHLEY WAY 082308
Officers contacted three male subjects at an event on campus. Subjects were non-students and advised of trespassing laws. Subjects left the area.